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Large dielectric response to the paramagnetic-ferromagnetic transition (TCÈ100 K) in
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The dielectric properties of multiferroic BiMnO3 50 nm epitaxial thin films grown on Nb-doped SrTiO3

�001� substrates were analyzed by impedance spectroscopy between 55 and 155 K. One single intrinsic thin
film dielectric relaxation process was deconvoluted from an extrinsic electrode interface contribution by the
use of an equivalent circuit. The paramagnetic-ferromagnetic transition �TC�100 K� was reflected by a large
peak in the thin film relative dielectric permittivity. The weak dielectric response at TC observed previously in
BiMnO3 polycrystals is largely enhanced in thin films. Intrinsic noninsulating thin film resistivity below TC

was detected.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.79.214107 PACS number�s�: 72.80.Ga, 75.47.Lx, 73.40.Cg

I. INTRODUCTION

The field of multiferroic materials has experienced a
boom in research activity in recent years due to potential
application of such materials, for example, in data storage
media for dual read and write mechanisms.1–5 In the presence
of strong magnetoelectric �ME� coupling, magnetic order can
be addressed by an electric field enabling independent elec-
tric writing on and magnetic reading off a multiferroic data
storage bit. BiMnO3 �BMO� is of particular interest for such
technological aspirations due to a high magnetic moment of
up to 3.6�B /Mn in bulk below the magnetic transition tem-
perature TC�100 K and due to coexisting ferroelectricity.6,7

This allows the study of fundamental aspects of multiferroic
materials with strong ferromagnetism, as required for appli-
cation.

The family of perovskite manganite materials has at-
tracted great interest in the early 1990s due to colossal mag-
netoresistance �CMR� effects, charge and orbital ordering,
and exotic phase transitions. The basis of CMR effects is
phase coexistence on different length scales which arises due
to strong competition of different exchange mechanisms be-
tween the B-site Mn cations. On the other hand, in multifer-
roic manganites such as BMO several order parameters can
coexist simultaneously and can cooperate, for example, fer-
roelectricity and ferromagnetism. The ferromagnetic moment
in BMO arises from the high-spin state �S=2; t2g

3 eg
1� of Mn3+

cations �identical to LaMnO3� and ferromagnetic exchange
interactions, which were reported to originate from orbital
ordering that produces three-dimensional ferromagnetic
super-exchange interaction of eg electrons.6 Ferroelectricity
�in bulk TC

FE�700 K� originates from the displacement of
Mn3+ cations off the centrosymmetric positions in the perov-
skite octahedra and the resulting dipole moment. The stabi-
lization of both the ferromagnetism and the ferroelectric off-
center distortion have been associated with the presence of
Bi 6s lone pair electrons,8 in contrast to YMnO3, where
strong rehybridization of Y 4d states was reported to be re-
sponsible for multiferroicity.9 Bulk and thin film BMO prop-

erties have been reviewed in a previous publication more
thoroughly.10

Strong ME coupling has been reported in related manga-
nites such as TbMnO3,11 and TbMn2O5.12 However, such
materials exhibit sinusoidal, spiral, or helical spin structures
representing a �canted� antiferromagnetism. It has been
claimed that ferroelectric order can couple to such spiral spin
structure which has been evidenced by ferroelectric polariza-
tion flops between different crystallographic directions as a
result of applied magnetic fields switching the direction of
the spiral spin order.11,13 To the authors knowledge, a direct
coupling of ferroelectric and ferromagnetic order has not
been reported in a single phase material and it is believed
that such coupling needed to be mediated by spiral spin
structures or alternative mechanisms. Here in this work we
present a study on thin film BMO without spiral spin struc-
tures but with a ferromagnetic parallel Mn spin alignment
below TC�100 K of M =2.2�B /Mn.14

In bulk BMO the relative dielectric permittivity shows a
weak response to the magnetic transition at TC �Fig. 1�,
which remarkably reduces gradually by the application of
magnetic fields.6 Here, a large peak in relative dielectric per-
mittivity at the magnetic transition is reported across TC in
epitaxial BMO thin films. This was associated with modifi-
cations of the BMO crystal lattice at TC representing an in-
direct coupling scenario via the lattice.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Thin BMO films of 50 nm were grown epitaxially on
conducting 1 at. % Nb-doped SrTiO3 �STO� substrates ori-
ented in the �001� crystal direction from Bi rich Bi1.2MnO3+x
targets, using pulsed laser deposition in flowing oxygen am-
bient at a pressure of 0.1 Pa. Growth, structural, magnetic,
and preliminary dielectric characterizations of the films were
reported previously.10,14 Uniform strain was confirmed and
narrow �002� full width at half maximum �FWHM� x-ray
rocking curves of 0.04° compared to 0.03° for STO sub-
strates were found. Films with increased thickness above 100
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nm were found to exhibit less uniform strain, i.e., strain re-
laxation effects. The epitaxial BMO unit cell may be indexed
as pseudocubic with a small tetragonal elongation �c /a
�1.015�.15

Pt top-top electrodes of surface area A were sputter de-
posited onto the film surface through a mechanical mask.
The low-substrate resistivity allowed measuring the out-of-
plane impedance across the film along the film normal axis
using the substrate as a bottom electrode. This setup was
found suitable to resolve the high electrical resistivity values
of BMO at low T due to the microscopic electrode substrate
distance d �i.e. film thickness�. Contact to the sample elec-
trodes was made using a custom-built impedance probe
equipped with spring loaded drop-down �top-top� pins at the
sample tray located near the bottom of the probe. The pins
were connected to low temperature coaxial cables on the
probe, which had their shielding outer conductors connected
to each other close to the pins. The probe was placed in a
standard vaporized He cooled cryostat �Janis� and impedance
spectroscopy �IS� was carried out between 55 and 155 K in
the frequency range of 40 Hz–2 MHz using an Agilent
4294A Impedance Analyzer with a signal amplitude of 50
mV.

III. IMPEDANCE SPECTROSCOPY

Impedance spectroscopy is a well-established tool to de-
convolute several relaxation processes contributing to the
macroscopic dielectric properties of electroceramic bulk and
film samples.16–18 Typical relaxation processes are intrinsic
bulk, grain boundary, and sample electrode-interface relax-
ations. Such contributions can each be modeled by a resistor
�R� and capacitor �C� in parallel �RC element� and the mac-
roscopic impedance is described by an equivalent circuit
containing all individual RC elements in series.19 In BMO
epitaxial multiferroic thin films, intrinsic film and extrinsic

electrode-interface relaxations have been observed previ-
ously above room temperature.10 The samples investigated in
Ref. 10 have been reinvestigated in this study but at lower
temperature near TC. In Ref. 10, the interface and intrinsic
film-relaxation processes had each been modeled by a non-
ideal RC element, where the ideal capacitor is replaced by a
nonideal constant-phase element �CPE�. The impedance of
such a CPE is given by

ZCPE
� =

1

�i��nC
, �1�

where the capacitance C is given in modified units of F ·sn−1,
� is the angular frequency, and n is an empirical exponent
close to 1. An ideal capacitor corresponds to n=1. The ca-
pacitance values obtained from a CPE can be corrected to
units of Faraday/cm �F/cm� using the standard conversion.20

Two non-ideal R-CPE elements have been employed in this
study to model the film and interface relaxation in BMO
epitaxial layers at low temperature �see Fig. 2�. Additionally,
a single series resistor was used to account for extrinsic re-
sistance from cables and substrate and an inductor to account
for the lead inductance. The full circuit has been presented
and discussed in more detail previously.10

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Dielectric properties of the sample were measured in
terms of the real part and the imaginary part of the imped-
ance Z� and Z�. Those values were normalized by multipli-
cation with the geometrical factor g�=A /2d�, giving the spe-
cific impedance z� and z�. Complex modulus and capacitance
values were obtained from the impedance using the standard
conversion.17 IS data in Fig. 2�a� were plotted on the com-
plex plane as negative part of the specific impedance vs the
real part of the specific impedance, −z� vs z�, whereas Fig.
2�b� shows the imaginary part of the modulus function M� vs
frequency �f� and real part of specific impedance −z� vs f .
Figure 2�c� shows the plot of real part of specific capacitance
c� vs f . All plots reveal two relaxation processes which had
been previously assigned to one single intrinsic film relax-
ation �R2-C2� and an extrinsic electrode sample interface
�R1-C1�.10,17 Both relaxations are most clearly represented
on −z� vs f , M� vs f , and c� vs f plots:19 in Fig. 2�b� the thin
film relaxation peak is clearly shown in M� vs f �R2-C2� and
the interface relaxation peak would be displayed at lower
frequencies in −z� vs f �R1-C1�; in Fig. 2�c� the interface and
thin film relaxations are separately displayed as two approxi-
mately frequency independent capacitance plateaus and the
low-frequency high-capacitance plateau corresponds to the
interface.21 The lower frequency of the interface relaxation
peak and the high capacitance plateau as compared to intrin-
sic contributions are typical features of an interface and may
serve as an identification tool of its extrinsic nature.19

Equivalent circuit fitting was performed and the fitted values
were normalized to the sample geometry. The fitting results
are presented in Table I. The resistivity values are shown in
specific units �� cm�, the capacitance values are shown in
non-normalized CPE units, and in normalized and corrected
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Weak dielectric response to the magnetic
transition TC in polycrystalline BiMnO3, reproduced from Ref. 6:
copyright of the American Physical Society �APS�, reprint permit-
ted by the APS.
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specific capacitance units �F/cm�. The CPE exponent n is
dimensionless.

The film and interface resistivity trends with temperature
are shown in Fig. 3, demonstrating insulating film resistivity
above TC�100 K. A noninsulating film resistivity was de-
tected below TC, deconvoluted from all extrinsic contribu-
tions. The activation energy was determined for T�TC to be
EA�0.2 eV, in good agreement with the high temperature
value reported previously �EA�0.23 eV�.10,17 Such EA value
is typical for electron hopping between mixed-valence Mn
cations. This may be the result of oxygen vacancies in the
films �BiMnO3−��, which would be compensated by reduc-
tion of some Mn3+ to Mn2+ inducing perceptible conductiv-
ity. Below TC, the noninsulating thin film resistivity is still
considerably high �Fig. 3�, indicating a low concentration of
charge carriers and oxygen vacancies. The transition from
insulating to noninsulating film resistivity may be explained
by the onset of weak double-exchange interactions between
Mn valence d electrons, which is commonly observed in fer-
romagnetic manganite perovskites below TC. The extrinsic
interface resistance is larger than the intrinsic film resistance
which implies that the dc resistance is dominated by the
interface. Therefore, dc or limited frequency range measure-
ments may be unreliable to assess the film leakage behavior.

Large response of both the intrinsic dielectric thin film
and extrinsic interface capacitance to the paramagnetic-
ferromagnetic �PM-FM� transition at TC are shown in Figs.
4�a� and 4�b�. Capacitance values obtained from a CPE were
converted into real capacitances,20 which were then con-
verted into the relative dielectric permittivity �r in case of the
film contribution.

The peak structure in the plot of thin film relative dielec-
tric permittivity �r vs T shows that �r increases by a factor of
�3 at TC, although no ferroelectric transition is expected. In
polycrystalline BMO only a weak dielectric anomaly had
been reported at TC �Fig. 1�.6 Therefore, the strong peak
observed here may arise due to the epitaxial nature of the
films, i.e., high crystalline orientation and/or epitaxial strain,
which is absent in polycrystals. Generally, the relative dielec-
tric permittivity �r values reported here are lower in magni-
tude compared to room temperature measurements.10 This is
consistent with the strongly temperature dependent dielectric
permittivity in BMO reported previously.6 This �r increase
with increasing temperature may be a manifestation of the
film ferroelectric transition at TC�FE��450 K �Ref. 22�
since a continuous increase in �r is expected at T�TC�FE�.

Such a large peak in �r at zero applied magnetic fields has
been observed in multiferroic oxides with an antiferromag-
netic spiral or helical spin structure at the transition from a
noncollinear to collinear spin-density wave periodicity �or
noncommensurate to commensurate transition�11 but not at a
PM-FM transition. The possibility of a large direct ME cou-
pling effect in BMO thin films may not be plausible in the
absence of spiral or helical spin structure. Parallel ferromag-
netic spins are unlikely to strongly couple directly to the
ferroelectric order. The origin of this large dielectric response
may be better explained by an indirect coupling via the lat-
tice due to a crystal structure transition of thin film BiMnO3
at the magnetic phase transition. BaTiO3 is a prominent ex-
ample where a crystal structure transition within a ferroelec-
tric phase results in a peak structure in the relative dielectric
permittivity vs temperature curves.23
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FIG. 2. �Color online� BMO 50 nm thin film IS data at 75 K
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An alternative explanation for the peak in �r vs T as a
result of a phase transition in the Nb-STO substrate could be
excluded. Undoped STO is known to enter into an antiferro-
distortive phase by cooling below the transition temperature
of �100 K,24 which is associated with slight rotations of the
TiO6 octahedra.25 The STO antiferrodistortive transition tem-
perature would match well with TC in BiMnO3. However, an
undoped STO wafer substrate was investigated and showed
no response of the wafer relative dielectric permittivity to the
antiferrodistortive transition at �100 K �Fig. 4�c��. The an-
tiferrodistortive transition in the STO wafer is uncoupled
from the dielectric properties. Small Nb doping of STO may
be unlikely to strongly modify or enhance the antiferrodis-
tortive phase and the Nb-STO substrate is expected to show
no significant dielectric response to a potential antiferrodis-
tortive phase transition. Therefore, the ferrodistortive transi-
tion in STO may not be the origin of the large dielectric
response effect reported here in BMO/Nb-STO thin film
structures.

However, this issue certainly points toward the interesting
possibility to include an additional “ferroic” property into a

multiferroic epitaxial layer assemblage by the choice of an
antiferrodistortive or ferroelastic substrate. The film-
substrate structure investigated here may well be truly “mul-
tiferroic” below TC in the ferromagnetic, ferroelectric
�BMO�, and antiferrodistortive �STO� state.

TABLE I. Equivalent circuit-fitting values; capacitance values are given in modified CPE units of F ·sn−1 �non-normalized�, and in
corrected and normalized units specific capacitance F/cm. The CPE exponent n �Eq. �1�� is dimensionless.

Temperature
K

Resistivity R1
��cm�

Capacitance
C1 �CPE� CPE1 exp. n

Specific C C1
�F/cm�

Resistivity R2
��cm�

Capacitance
C2 �CPE� CPE1 exp. n

Specific C C2
�F/cm�

55.83 2.06�1010 6.19�10−12 1.00 6.19�10−7 7.01�107 6.69�10−12 0.99 5.98�10−12

65.65 2.00�1010 6.28�10−12 1.00 6.28�10−7 8.56�107 6.82�10−12 0.98 6.08�10−12

75.72 1.61�1010 6.41�10−12 1.00 6.41�10−7 6.71�107 6.95�10−12 0.98 6.10�10−12

85.86 6.68�10−12 1.00 6.68�10−7 1.20�108 6.81�10−12 0.98 6.08�10−12

95.95 4.46�109 5.28�10−12 0.99 5.15�10−7 2.42�108 1.17�10−11 0.97 9.99�10−12

101.05 3.24�109 4.44�10−12 0.99 4.26�10−7 6.93�107 2.35�10−11 0.96 1.86�10−11

106.15 2.16�109 5.10�10−12 0.99 4.86�10−7 8.49�107 1.68�10−11 0.96 1.31�10−11

116.32 9.51�108 9.16�10−12 0.98 8.51�10−7 1.09�108 9.36�10−12 0.96 7.04�10−12

126.48 5.85�108 2.08�10−11 0.96 1.69�10−6 5.45�107 8.60�10−12 0.95 5.91�10−12

136.6 4.51�10−11 0.90 3.17�10−6 1.77�107 9.71�10−12 0.95 6.11�10−12

146.61 6.06�10−11 0.89 3.81�10−5 5.53�106 1.28�10−11 0.93 6.28�10−12

156.7 5.20�10−11 0.93 3.87�10−5 2.05�106 1.99�10−11 0.90 6.34�10−12
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The BMO epitaxial layers investigated showed a noninsu-
lating film resistivity below TC probably due to the onset of
double-exchange interactions below TC. The intrinsic thin-
film BMO dielectric response at TC is largely amplified in
epitaxial thin films as compared to polycrystals. Such differ-
ence may therefore be ascribed to high crystalline order
and/or epitaxial strain in the films. Large dielectric response
at TC may be associated most likely with structural changes
in the BMO crystal structure. The large peak in the intrinsic

BMO film dielectric permittivity at the magnetic transition
suggests an indirect coupling effect via the lattice. Extrinsic
contributions were deconvoluted.
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